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XINXING JIHUA International Trading Co.,Ltd. is a state-owned exporting company
attached to Xinxing Cathy International Group, which is one of the global fortune 500
enterprises. The headquarter is located in Beijing, the capital of China. As the only
export enterprise of military supplies with dozens of manufacturing factories in China,
being committed to the manufacturing of military and police equipment and textile
garments, XINXING JIHUA is an export enterprise to export military supplies that is
approved by the Chinese government and the PLA, with the authorized certificate to
export military equipment. Its affiliates have about 40,000 employees, and factories are
all over the country, the main products are military uniforms, military shoes & boots,
bulletproof vests, bulletproof helmets, camouflage nets, tents, police equipment, antiriot suits, functional vehicles, medical protection suits, as well as other kinds of
professional clothing.

The company boasts a complete industrial chain for military supplies, including raw
materials, textile processing, printing and dyeing, research and development, manufacturing,
etc.. The organic coordination among all steps of the industrial chain, the stable supply of
high-quality raw materials and the whole-process control of production, have secured the
quality of products to the utmost.

The largest MILITARY UNIFORM manufacturing R&D base in China

Full industry chain of MILITARY & POLICE EQUIPMENT in China

Full categories of MILITARY BOOTS & SHOES in China

Cooperation & Opportunity

We have a whole industry chain of producing logistic military equipment, a perfect system of quality management,
an environmental protection system, an occupational health and safety protection system. In overseas markets,
XINXING JIHUA International has maintained partnership with more than 100 other countries for years, and
its high-quality products and excellent services are highly praised and well accepted by many foreign
customers. In the future, it will extend the products trading into in-depth cooperation with overseas
customers,such as establishing joint-venture factories and overseas R & D centers. By providing customers
with advanced equipment, latest technology, business management, personnel training and other services,
the company strives to build a world-class brand with global competitiveness.
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Features
- Shell uniform consist of four parts, jacket, trousers, inner sweater and belt. It is a garment that provides
protection from cold, rain and wind and wear by military staff, soldiers during the cold season in forest
area.
-The product is made of three-layer laminated dyed and printed in mosaic specific colour. The base material is 100%
Polyamide fabric with ePTFE membrane, the back side is made of polyamide tricot with waterproof
treatment.
- Keep unchanged functional characteristics, shape, size and color throughout duration of use. Allow the
wearer maximum mobility in terms of performance in dynamic. Ensure IR protection. Provide effective
thermal insulation resulting for the wearer.

www.jihuaint.com
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Designed for
Military,police,special forces

Ballistic material
Aramid UD fabric /aramid woven fabric

Performance
Up to NIJ0101.06 LEVEL IV by using hard armor
plates. At request can be supplied with super thin
composite ballistic panel of NIJ0101.06 IIIA LEVEL.
Anti-stab protection on demand.

Features
- Fully MOLLE mounting surfaces.
- Multi-point adjustability by strengthened webbing
and buckles
- Adjustable shoulder straps with collar support
system
- Durable Nylon 6.6 construction
- Padded mesh interior lining

Color
www.jihuaint.com
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Ballistic material
aramid UD fabric/Aramid woven fabric.

Performance
NIJ0101.06 LEVEL IIIA upgradable to LEVEL III/IV by
adding hard armor plates.

Designed for
Special military operation, army

Features
- The most classic tactical style with MOLLE system
surrounded
- Adjustable shoulder and waist
-One point release system enabling quick easy doffing
in emergency situations
- Super reinforced drag handle
- Extended,adjustable,foam-padded shoulder straps
- Customized pouches attachable for multipurpose
- Non-abrasive Velcro tapes
-Integrated front flap external cummerbund closure

Color
www.jihuaint.com
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black officer shoe for army military and police
- high-gradefull grain cow calf , black color
- high-quality cow leather linging, sweat-absorbent breathable
- foamed rubber outsole,light weight anti-slip and abrasion
resistant

military honor guard boot showing the magnificent and
mighty of the soldier
- high-gradefull grain cow leather, black color
- high-quality cow leather linging, sweat -absorbent breathable
- foamed rubber outsole, light weight anti-slip and abrasion
resistant

white officer shoe for army military and police
- high-grade full grain cow leather white color
- high-quality cow leather linging, sweat -absorbent
breathable
- rubber outsole, anti-slip and abrasion resistant

Desert boot for army military
- suede cow leather , genuine leather + cotton fabric
water repellent
- cotton fabric sweat -absorbent breathable
- rubber outsole, anti-slip and abrasion resistant
- YKK zipper for quickly putting on or taking off

www.jihuaint.com
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Ballistic material
Multi-layered woven aramid composite matrix
Performance
NIJ STD 0106.01 LEVEL IIIA V50>650m/s;outstanding STANAG 2920
sharpnel resistance and EN397 shock absorption performance.
Designed for
Police,military,special forces
Features
- The retention system consisting of 7 heat sealed durable, breathable and low
absorbency memory pads
- Available in MICH HIGH CUT version featuring the advanced suspension system
- Easy adjustable harness with a leather lined chin strap, compatible also with
optional 4-points suspension system. “H”type and “butterfly”type.
- Shape of the shell designed for easy usage of headset.
- Lightweight construction featuring self-distinguishing properties.

www.jihuaint.com
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- L32 W20 H51
- 900D OXFORD
- CAPACITY: 40L
Features
- Quite simply the best tactical backpack on the market
- Roomy main storage area
- Dual zipping side pockets
- Hydration pocket
- Stuff-it pocket with integrated draw cord
- Reinforced grab and go handle
- Wrap-around MOLLE/Slick-stick web platform
- Three mesh admin compartments
- Zippered fleece-lined eyewear pocket
- Hook and loop name tape and flag patches

www.jihuaint.com
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- This series of tents are developed for the public security participating in emergency
actions to provide as offices, headquarters, meeting rooms, deformities,warehouses etc.
and can even meet the requirements for dining, accommodation, toileting etc.
- The Tents carry two slope-roof frame structure which is reasonable and safe enough to
sustain 6-scale wind.
- Tent Fabric is made of polyester oxford cloth with PU coating which is superior on tensile
strength, tear strength, ageing and rainwater resistance.
- The color can be changed to Green, khaki, camouflage depending on the different
environment.

Size can be changed for different usage:
- 12 ㎡ tent is suitable for office and guarding.
- 24 ㎡ tent is suitable for 8-10 persons' accommodation or warehousing.
- 60 ㎡ tent is suitable for commanding ,meeting ,dining and accommodation.
- Toilet tent consists of four pedestal pans and three urinals, available area is 15.6 ㎡ .

www.jihuaint.com
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Material：Ultra-high molecule fibre
Size：900*500*3mm Weight：
2.6kgs

Performance：Resist back-and stab from knife,

strike from steel baton even in the environment of
40℃ below zero.
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TYPE

VGSP-3E ICW

VGSP-3E SA

VGSP-4E ICW

VGSP-4E SA

Protection level

NIJ III ICW

NIJ III SA

NIJ IV ICW

NIJ IV SA

Specification(mm)

250*300-19

260*300*20

250-300*22

250*300*24

Weight(kg)

2.1

2.3

2.55

2.9

www.jihuaint.com
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Material：consists of shell,buffer layer,padding,suspensi
on,visor,neck production.

Features
standard shell-mould design,lightweight,high strength,nice
appearance,smooth surface,excellent transmittance,wide
vision,comfortable wearing,stable and simple operation.
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Material
molding armor and soft energy absorption material

Structure
consist of upper and lower body protection components.

Features
innovative structure, good riot control performance, smooth
and comfortable, large protection area, simple operation, etc.

www.jihuaint.com
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Capacity
1.3L

Features

- With Polyester cover
- Aluminum body
- plastic lid
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Nylon fabric Cover

Volume of water bottle
950ml.

Volume of cap
650ml.

Total weight(include cup,cover)
120+/-5G.
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Thickness
1.5mm

material of handle of messtin
- low carbon steel wire
-chrome finish

Volume of outer box
1.5L

Volume of inner box
1.2L

www.jihuaint.com
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Introduce
- Olive green,190T taffeta
and PVC coated
- copper -metal part
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Bulleame
t bag
Introduce
- 600D polyester oxford fabric
- PVC coating
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Rain ame
coat
Introduce
- Dark blue,190T taffeta
and PVC coated
- copper- metal part
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Introduce
- Outer fabric without touch the ground190T t a f e e t a , PU c o a t i n g , w a t e r
repellent
- Lining fabric-190Ttaffeta, without
coating and water repellent
- Lining-white colour polyester padding

www.jihuaint.com
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Material： nylon
Color： Black / Tan / Green /Khaki
N/W(kg)： 0.225
CTN size(cm)： 50*42*40

Material： PP webbing
Color： Black / Tan / Green /Khaki
N/W(KG)： 0.140
CTN size(cm)： 62*55*30

www.xxjhint.com
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Specifications：55%*340g*12 cans/box; 55%*397g*12 cans/box
Ingredients：Beef, water, corn starch, edible salt, sugar, mono sodium
glutamate, white pepper, food additives

Grade：Excellent
Net weight：4.08kg, 4.764kg
How to use：Open the can and eat it, and eat it after heating.
Warranty period：36 months
Storage conditions：room temperature, ventilated and dry
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Specifications：250g*48 bags/carton
Additives：wheat flour, palm oil, whole wheat flour, white granulated sugar, glucose, wheat
hydrolyzed protein, whole milk powder, sesame powder, soy protein
powder, salt and pepper powder, baking soda, compound minerals,
complex vitamins

Flavors：Original, Lemon, Coconut, Onion, Floss, Pineapple, Salt and Pepper.
Grade：Excellent
Net content：12kg
How to eat：Open bag ready
Warranty period：12kg
Storage conditions：Open bag ready

www.jihuaint.com
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Specifications

360g*12 bags/box

Meal details

300g braised beef fried rice canned, 40g spiced diced canned, 20 delicious mustard
canned.

Ingredients

Braised beef fried rice canned
Rice, water, beef, carrots, vegetable oil, corn kernels, onions, green beans, edible salt,
brewing soy sauce, rice wine, spices, mono sodium glutamate, white granulated sugar.

Spiced meat canned ≥95%

Pork, onion, starch, vegetable oil, brewing soy sauce, white sugar, salt, mono sodium
glutamate, spices.Delicious canned mustard,Mustard, mono sodium glutamate.

Grade

Excellent

Net weight
4.32kg

How to eat

Braised beef, fried rice, and canned food, no flame, self-heating instructions, open the
bag after heating, and other bags are ready to eat.

Place of Origin

Qinhuangdao, Hebei, China

Brand

Beidaihe

Warranty period
24 months

Storage conditions

room temperature, ventilation and drying

www.jihuaint.com
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Performance
It is a mid-to-long-distance observation type binocular night vision device. The
unique optical system enables instant observation without focusing. It is commonly
used in military reconnaissance of uncertain target distances.
Features
-- Multilayer optical system;
-- Unique and innovative control system;
-- Waterproof, anti-corrosion and dustproof;
-- High-performance image tube;
-- Allow connect to teleconverter to get higher magnification;
-- Automatic switch sensor;
Item

Parameter

Item

Parameter

Mode

JH-OE-7001

Yes

Magnification

5x

Automatic Light
Control
Infrared auxiliary light

The field of view

20°

low-power and infrared
lamp indicator

Built-in

Objective lens system

86mmF/1.2

Size

225mm*150mm*60mm

Focusing Adjustment
Range
Exit Pupil

8m~ ∞

Weight

1500g

15mm

Battery

1 *（CR123）

eyepiece adjustment
diopter

+5, -4

Duration time of use
（infrared off）

40h

Built-in
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Performance
This binocular head-mounted night vision device is a
compact and lightweight binocular night vision system.
Independent power control, it can be used separately for
monocula. It utilize two high-performance image intensifier
tubes to provide very clear images in the darkest conditions.
Features
- The dual-channel design provides sharper visual effects
and clarity;
- The built-in infrared light function allows users to adapt to
a completely dark environment more conveniently;
- The multi-grade image enhancement tube configuration
design makes this night vision device suitable for different
budgets and tasks；
Item

Parameter

Item

Parameter

Mode

AN/AVS-31

Size

115mm*62mm*42mm

Magnification

1x

Weight

700g

The field of view

40°

Objective lens system

F1.2, 27 mm

Focusing adjustment
range
eyepiece adjustment
diopter

0.25m ～∞

Working Temperature

+40-- 50℃

-5 ～ +5

Battery

2*CR123
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Features
1.Impact-resistant lenses, meeting the military's anti-fragmentation
requirements, the lenses can be quickly replaced according to the combat
environment;
2.100% UVA/UVB ultraviolet protection;
3. The lenses are coated on both sides, the outer layer is super hard and
wear-resistant, and the inner side is long-lasting anti-fog;
4. Using ergonomic design principles, the overall design is comfortable to
wear and can be worn for a long time;
5. Exquisite lens buckle design, the three-point lens buckle is firm and
reliable, and the lens can be quickly replaced;
6. The nose pad is detachable, and the prescription frame structure can be
changed according to the degree of myopia;
7. It can be adapted to helmets, night vision equipment and communication
equipment;
8. The overall anti-impact design of the lens frame will not break after highspeed impact and avoid secondary damage;
9. Provide 3 functional replacement lenses: transparent lenses (cloudy and
indoor), gray sunglasses (under strong light), yellow Lens (in low light
environment)
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Features
1. Be able to equip a variety of standard pistols, and meet the needs of
different combat missions.
2. Functions of change-line-free, target tracking collimation capabilities, and
adapted to the requirements of various tactical actions.
3. Functions of corner shooting with stability control and continuous optical
zoom, aimed and shooting at a high-precision.
4. Be able to install tactic light, outside red dot laser indicator, night vision
sight, and video / image transmission integration machine.
5. Achieved level, vertical targets observation with mutil-angle and video
image wireless transmission.
6. Safety, reliability and strong environment adaptability.
7. With left and right operation, meets the needs of different user’ habits.
8. Owning independent intellectual property rights.
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Features
1. It can be used in low-light environment at night.
2.The video it takes are full colour and high definition which can be as
evidence presented to court.
3. The color minimum illumination can reach 0.000001lux( one millionth )
4. Variable-focus professional photographic lens ((120-300 mm) with large
aperture.
5. 7 inches full HD touch screen, SSD( Solid State Disk ) hard disk video
camera .
6. Portable integrated design, built-in high density lithium battery pack
(working time≧ 3 hours)
7. It can recognize clearly the face and car plate number @ 500m away.
8. VR (Optional)
9. Laser supplement light (Optional)
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Description
The Handheld Jammer is a kind of directional UAV(Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle) jamming device, which is one of the popular jamming devices in
the market.
The gun shape UAV jammer is a portable weapon against UAV, which is a
great advantage, providing great flexibility and the opportunity to respond
and protect quickly.

Features
► 2.4kg without gunsight, so it is easy to carry, fast operation, high
efficiency.
► 4 frequencies emission (900MHz, 1.5GHz, 2.4GHz, 5.8GHz), suit to
most civilian UAVs.
► Two Lithium Battery to ensure working for 2 hours.
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Description
This device is a light weight ,portable,battery powered x-ray scanning system designed
in co-operation with the first responder and EOD teams to meet the need of the field
operative. It is light weight and comes with user friendly software that helps operators in
understanding the functions and operations in a less time.

Features
Ø Can be assembled rapidly on-site.
Ø Imaging plate using amorphous silicon technology,whose image is very clear.
Ø Can operate with remote control in the rear.
Ø Powerful image enhancement and Analysis tools.
Ø Intuitive interface,Image splicing infinite, simplicity of operation.
Ø User-friendly software.
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Production introduction
It is modified from the 8-ton armored vehicle
with American Ford F450 category. It chassis. It
can completely resist the 56 type 7.62mm semiautomatic rifle ordinary bullet, and is equipped
with monitoring systems, com m unications
systems,riot systems and lighting systems,which
can meet the seating requirements of 10 people.

technical parameters
-

Unladen mass 1850kg
Minimum ground clearance 340mm
Boundary dimensions: 4000mm * 2250mm * 2420mm
Wheel track: 1908mm

- Fording depth: 500mm

Use performance
- Four cookers can use it to make meals for serving of 250 people within 2 hours
- It is proper to use the diesel or gas stoves.
- Climate :sunny,rainy and snowy day

www.jihuaint.com

Address: 27 Floor, Tower A Fortune Plaza, No.7 Middle
road, East 3rd Ring Road Chaoyang District, Beijing, China

www.xxjhint.com

Tel: +86-10-65168986
Mobil: +86-18600060968
Website: www.jihuaint.com

Email：info@xxcig.com
joanna1@xxcig.com

